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Chapter 801 - Reinforcements Are Coming 

People at all not know what just happened, how can the formation of Heaven Pillars Law Array 

destroyed just like that, the person who managed to destroy the formation Heaven Pillars Law Array. 

Ye Chen descended from the sky, himself descending near Zhao Yanyan and Nangong Xiang. 

"Are you all right?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan and Nangong Xiang whether the two of them were 

currently okay or not. 

"We’re fine. husband You came at the perfect time, if you didn’t come just now, maybe.. .maybe. .. " 

Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chan who was in front of her. 

Ye Chen immediately hugged Zhao Yanyan’s body , Ye Chen felt guilty for making Zhao Yanyan have to 

suffer something like this. 

"now i am here, no one else can do anything bad to you from now on." Ye Chen comforted Zhao Yanyan. 

Hearing Ye Chen’s words, Zhao Yanyan felt that she had become safer and more free, all the burdens 

she previously felt disappeared when Ye Chen was beside her. 

Nangong Xiang was happy to see Ye Chen coming to this place, Ye Chen really came at the perfect time, 

if Ye Chen didn’t come ,maybe Nangong Xiang would have to use forbidden methods, it was not good 

for Nangong Xiang at all. 

"Xiang, are you okay?" Ye Chen asked whether Nangong Xiang was injured or not. 

"I’m fine, Ye Chen, where is Shiyun now, is she not with you?" Nangong Xiang asked where Zhang Shiyun 

was at the moment. 

"she’s there" Ye Chen pointed to the sky, he told Nangong Xiang that Zhang Shiyun was above the sky. 

Above the sky appeared several beautiful and sexy women, these women were Xue Suyin, Zhang Shiyun, 

Nanhua Caiyi and also the women from the Spring Palace brought by Xue Suyin to help them. 

Zhang Shiyun looked at the people who were behind Shen Guo, Zhang Shiyun did not expect that the 

people involved in the coup would be this many, this number was more than what Zhang Shiyun 

expected. 

"Shen Guo, so you are the mastermind behind all of this." Zhang Shiyun said to Shen Guo who was far 

away in front of her. 

Zhang Shiyun’s eyes were filled with hostility and hatred when she looked at Shen Guo. 

Zhang Shiyun thought that if an old man like Shen Guo died hundreds of years ago, it was unexpected 

that Shen Guo was still alive and had broken through to half a step towards Divine Realm. 

With Shen Guo who has the strength of half a step to Divine Realm, it is not strange that people betray 

her, it turns out that this is the reason. 



Zhang Shiyun finally came up with a plausible reason why so many people betrayed her, it must be Shen 

Guo’s interference. 

Behind Zhang Shiyun there were already no cultivators at the half-step level to Divine Realm, so it was 

not strange that people began to lose their loyalty to her. 

During this time the reason these people were loyal and served Zhang Shiyun was because behind Zhang 

Shiyun there was the ancestor of the royal family, when the ancestor of the royal family disappeared, 

the loyalty of these people also disappeared like a fart. 

"Hahaha, Queen Zhang has been a long time since we last met, you seem to look healthy" Shen Guo 

laughed at Zhang Shiyun. 

"After what your son did to me back then, you still dare to say that to this Queen." What did say Shen 

Guo is an insult to Zhang Shiyun, obviously the Shen Clan almost killed her back then, if there was no Ye 

Chen may now be Zhang Shiyun in another realm. 

"Hahaha, Ao is really stupid for just letting you go and making a mess again, I’ll clean up the mess that 

kid can’t handle." Shen Guo said that he was going to clean up the mess that was caused by Shen Ao. 

if only Shen Ao had killed Zhang Shiyun on the spot, this kind of chaos would no longer occur and he 

would not need to step in to resolve this matter. 

Zhang Shiyun’s gaze towards Shen Guo became increasingly sharp, Zhang Shiyun was really angry with 

Shen Guo, this man deserves to be killed by her. 

" Shen Guo, you and the Shen Clan are indeed inferior to a dog, this Queen will definitely erase you and 

your Clan from this world "with the Queen’s temperament dominating Zhang Shiyun said to Shen Guo. 

"Hahaha, Queen Zhang you are really good at making jokes, with the little help you are looking for, you 

won’t be able to win against all of us." Shen Guo laughed at Zhang Shiyun who sought help from the 

Spring Palace. 

Behind the Shen Clan there were still the Gates of Eternity Sect willing to help, so the chances of Zhang 

Shiyun winning against the Shen Clan were still very little. 

"Do you dare to look down on a woman like this mistress" A very soft voice said to Shen Guo. 

People who heard this voice felt that the bones in their body had softened, this woman’s voice was able 

to make those who heard it excited. 

With a very dazzling smile, Xue Suyin said to Shen Guo and the rebels in this place, Xue Suyin purposely 

used a little of her charm to confuse the man who was here. 

As long as it was a man, Xue Suyin believed that she was capable of confusing them and becoming weak, 

a cultivator of the Queen Heart Silk was indeed a difficult opponent for a normal male to face. 

Even a eunuch might have a hard time dealing with the temptations of a Queen Heart Silk user like Xue 

Suyin. 



Shen Guo looked at Xue Suyin, this woman was truly worthy of being the Vixen who was feared by many 

strong men who stood at the peak of this Kunlun Holy Land. 

Xue Suyin’s Charm was so powerful that ordinary men would not be able to withstand Xue Suyin’s 

seduction. 

Some of the rebels looked at Xue Suyin with eyes like a hungry wolf, they looked very excited when they 

saw the beauty who had a beautiful face and sexy body like Xue Suyin. 

These people didn’t realize that they were now under the influence of Xue Suyin’s Charm, all they had in 

mind was lewd things. 

"I didn’t expect that the Spring Palace Mistress would reach out to help Queen Zhang." Shen Guo did not 

expect that Xue Suyin would step in directly to help Zhang Shiyun against him. 

"Shiyun is the sister of this Mistress, of course this Mistress will lend a hand if Shiyun is in trouble." Xue 

Suyin said to Shen Guo excuses herself to step in directly to help Zhang Shiyun. 

"I see, it turns out that Queen Zhang has a relationship with the Spring Palace, it’s no wonder you like to 

play with men, it turns out that you have a relationship with the Spring Palace mistress" Shen Guo’s 

words were very smooth, he just told me that Zhang Shiyun is no different from a bitch from the Spring 

Palace. 

"Shen Guo, what are you doing and the Shen Clan can no longer be forgiven by this Queen, this Queen 

has lost a lot of patience." Zhang Shiyun had started to lose her temper when talking to Shen Guo. 

"Do you think I am afraid of your threat, come forward and let me kill you right now" Shen Guo was not 

afraid of Zhang Shiyun’s threat, he instead challenged Zhang Shiyun. 

Chapter 802 - Zhang Shiyun Vs Shen Guo 

Zhang Shiyun did not immediately step forward when she heard Shen Guo challenging her, Zhang Shiyun 

immediately turned her gaze to the people behind Shen Guo. 

"All of you, I am giving you one last chance to repent, I hope you take advantage of this opportunity I 

have given you." Zhang Shiyun said to the people behind Shen Guo, she was still kind because she gave 

people one last chance, this is to repent and admit their mistakes. 

People could only look at each other when they heard Zhang Shiyun’s words, they had come to this 

point that there was no way they would return after coming this far. 

These people trusted the Shen Clan more than Zhang Shiyun, a woman who already didn’t have a strong 

support behind her. 

The Shen Clan already clearly had strong backing like Shen Guo and the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

It was clear that in terms of strength the Shen Clan was superior to Zhang Shiyun, these people were 

very reluctant to follow Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun was waiting for answers from people, until now these people had not given Zhang Shiyun 

an answer. 



It was clear that these people did not want to repent and admit their guilt who had betrayed her. 

Zhang Shiyun was not happy about this, it seemed that these people had already been completely 

influenced by the Shen Clan. 

"Hahaha, Queen Zhang look at you, no one wants to follow you anymore, everyone already knows which 

person they deserve to follow now" Shen Guo burst out laughing when he saw Zhang Shiyun who was 

ignored by the people behind him. 

These people really knew very well which side to follow. 

"I’ve given all of you one last chance, if something happens to you and your family, don’t blame me for 

that." Zhang Shiyun had already given these people the last chance. 

Unfortunately, these people turned down the opportunity Zhang Shiyun gave all of them. 

Zhang Shiyun was not a cruel person, at least she had given the opportunity to people who betrayed 

her. 

"Shiyun, what do you want, is it necessary to kill them all or not?" Xue Suyin asked Zhang Shiyun, she 

wanted to know what would choose Zhang Shiyun. 

Whether Zhang Shiyun wanted to kill all these traitors or not. 

"Please don’t kill them all, just arrest and incapacitate these people." Zhang Shiyun didn’t want to kill 

these people, these traitors could still be of use to Zhang Shiyun. 

"Hahaha, fine if that’s what you want, I will follow you want " Xue Suyin will follow what Zhang Shiyun 

wants, she will order the Spring Palace disciples to catch and incapacitate these people. 

"All of you, hurry and cripple these people, I don’t care how you catch and incapacitate them, as long as 

they are alive then it’s fine." Xue Suyin ordered the women from the Spring Palace to arrest and 

incapacitate these people. . 

All the women nodded, they were all given a freedom by Xue Suyin to capture all the enemies that exist. 

That means they can use some extreme means of dealing with these people. 

All the women from the Spring Palace immediately rushed towards the enemy, they all charged straight 

at the enemy behind Shen Guo. 

All the female disciples and elders from the Spring Palace used their full strength, because the number 

of enemies was quite large, they all didn’t dare to play around, all trying to show their full strength 

against the enemy. 

Xue Suyin and Nanhua Caiyi also attacked the enemy behind Shen Guo, these two strong women very 

easily defeated many enemies very quickly. 

Xue Suyin and Nanhua Caiyi were too strong, they did just a little knock, the enemy immediately fell and 

fell unconscious. 



With the help provided by Xue Suyin and Nanhua Caiyi, the women from the Spring Palace began to 

intimidate all the enemies. 

Tens of thousands of rebels felt so overwhelmed when they fought the woman who came from the 

Spring Palace, it was unexpected that the Spring Palace had such great strength. 

The people Xue Suyin brought were the best people in the sect right now, naturally their strength 

couldn’t be underestimated. 

This was still half of the strength that the real Spring Palace had, if the Spring Palace used its full 

strength, surely the battlefield would become even more chaotic than at this point. 

While Xue Suyin and Nanhua Caiyi were handling the rebels, Zhang Shiyun was currently dealing with 

Shen Guo, Zhang Shiyun wanted to settle her own business with the Shen Clan, that’s why Zhang Shiyun 

decided to intervene in fighting Shen Guo. 

Shen Guo looked at the battlefield that was around him, the current situation was completely different 

from what he had imagined. 

The tens of thousands of powerful cultivators he brought were completely unable to handle the street 

women of the Spring Palace, this really made Shen Guo feel extremely angry. 

"You useless people" Shen Guo cursed these useless people, why should he have these useless people. 

"Shen Guo give up right now, there’s no point in you fighting like this." Zhang Shiyun told Shen Guo to 

back down right now, this would make it easier for Zhang Shiyun to handle the Shen Clan. 

If Shen Guo wants to surrender, then the rest of the Shen Clan will definitely give up too, Shen Guo is 

the mastermind of all this rebellion, as long as the mastermind of this rebellion is defeated then 

everything will be resolved very easily. 

"Dream of a bitch, I will never give up on you." Shen Guo shouted at Zhang Shiyun, Shen Guo even called 

out to Zhang Shiyun with very harsh words. 

Shen Guo’s words made Zhang Shiyun feel very angry, she didn’t like it when someone called her a bitch. 

"This Queen’s patience is at its limit, it looks like this Queen is wasting too many words on you, from 

now on this Queen will use real actions on you" Zhang Shiyun was tired of throwing unnecessary words 

to Shen. Guo, he thought there was no point in wasting words on someone like Shen Guo. 

"Shut up bitch, I’ll kill you." Shen Guo rushed towards Zhang Shiyun, he seemed to be starting to launch 

an attack on Zhang Shiyun. 

"Sky Claw Lock" above the sky, appeared countless hundreds of claw slashes, these hundreds of claw 

slashes locked onto Zhang Shiyun’s body. 

In an instant, this attack targeted Zhang Shiyun’s body, Zhang Shiyun’s body began to be attacked by the 

Sky Claw Lock that Shen Guo was using. 

"Die you bitch, hahahaha" Shen Guo was very satisfied when he saw the Sky Claw Lock he used 

managed to lock Zhang Shiyun, now Zhang Shiyun would not be able to escape his attack. 



Zhang Shiyun looked very calm when faced with attacks from Shen Guo, she didn’t seem too concerned 

about this attack. 

Hundreds of claw slashes began to land on Zhang Shiyun’s body. "Clang.. . , clang.. . , clang.. . , clang.. . , 

"When this strike landed on Zhang Shiyun’s body, you could hear a slashing attack loud enough to be 

heard. 

This sound is similar to a collision between a hard object against a hard object. 

claw slashes couldn’t injure Zhang Shiyun’s body at all 

Chapter 803 - Cut Off Shen Guo's Hand 

"What’s going on here" Shen Guo was quite surprised when he saw that the attack he just used couldn’t 

injure Zhang Shiyun’s body in the slightest. 

Zhang Shiyun’s body seemed to be protected by something so violent that the Sky Claw Lock’s attacks 

could not break through this protection. 

Even though Zhang Shiyun only used her wind power to ward off this attack, Zhang Shiyun hadn’t even 

used her full strength to fend off Shen Guo’s attack. 

"Ye Chen, let’s help Zhang Shiyun" in under, Nangong Xiang invited Ye Chen to join hands to help Zhang 

Shiyun against Shen Guo. 

"Xiang, we don’t need to interfere in the battle, Shiyun alone can definitely overcome that old man." Ye 

Chen believed that Zhang Shiyun alone was enough to fight Shen Guo. 

"Hemm, you mean?" Nangong Xiang asked Ye Chen, she didn’t understand what Ye Chen meant. 

"You just pay attention, you will know what I mean" Ye Chen told Nangong Xiang to pay attention to the 

battle that was being fought by Zhang Shiyun vs Shen Guo. 

Nangong Xiang nodded at Ye Chen, she started to focus on the Zhang Shiyun vs Shen Guo battle. 

"Yanyan, let’s treat grandfather Wu and the others." While waiting for Zhang Shiyun, Xue Suyin and 

Nanhua Caiyi to take care of the enemy, Ye Chen invited Zhao Yanyan to treat Wu Ping and the others. 

"Husband please help me heal them all" Zhao Yanyan did want Ye Chen to heal grandfather and 

everyone from the Wu Clan. 

Ye Chen together with Zhao Yanyan started treating people from Wu Clan, Zhao Yanyan was here 

become as Ye Chen’s assistant to heal people from Wu Clan. 

While people were focused on fighting, Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan were in charge of healing the injured. 

Returning to the battle that Zhang Shiyun and Shen Guo were doing. 

" Shen Guo, what you do is useless, you won’t be able to win against me " Zhang Shiyun said to Shen 

Guo if he won’t be able to win against him. 

"Shut up Bitch, I will definitely kill you and strip your body in public." Shen Guo said that he could 

definitely beat Zhang Shiyun. 



"Sky Wind Storm Domain" Shen Guo’s was no longer kidding, he opened a domain to fight Zhang Shiyun. 

By opening a domain, Shen Guo’s chances of winning against Zhang Shiyun would increase. 

around Zhang Shiyun began to feel a very strong wind, this strong wind began to attack Zhang Shiyun, 

Zhang Shiyun’s body began to be enveloped by winds that were strong enough to blow anything they 

passed. 

If people could be within this domain, they would have been flailing in all directions, at worst their 

bodies could be chopped into a mist of blood. 

Zhang Shiyun is still standing where she was before, the wind in this domain is unable to move’s body 

Zhang Shiyun. 

With the level of cultivation that Zhang Shiyun possessed, who had reached the Divine Nascent Realm 

Early Realm. 

The realm of half-step towards Divine Realm with Divine Nascent Realm is already very far away. 

The difference in strength that Zhang Shiyun and Shen Guo possess is like heaven and earth. 

Shen Guo looked at Zhang Shiyun, until now Zhang Shiyun still looked very relaxed when he was in the 

Sky Wind Storm Domain that he had just used. 

Shen Guo started to wonder how could Zhang Shiyun survive the domain and the attacks he had 

previously carried out, this was simply too ridiculous for Shen Guo. 

Shen Guo couldn’t go on like this, he felt so humiliated that he couldn’t kill Bitch like Zhang Shiyun’s 

"Sky Wind Cannon Blast" Shen Guo started to raise his left hand to the sky. 

Right above Shen Guo’s hand, an enormous amount of wind began to gather. 

The wind that gathered in Shen Guo’s hand made a very dense ball, the ball in Shen Guo’s hand was 

getting bigger and bigger over time, the 

size began to extend from 50 cm to 50 M, this size was quite large, the ball This 50 M size is a wind that 

has been compressed by Shen Guo, if this ball of wind explodes then it is certain that there will be a very 

strong wind explosion that can blow up whatever is nearby. 

It could be said that this wind ball was like a nuclear bomb that was thousands of times more powerful 

than those made by humans, Shen Guo was really crazy, he wanted to kill Zhang Shiyun along with the 

people around here. 

"Bitch, be prepared to accept your death, this time I used my mass destruction technique, hahahaha" 

Shen Guo burst out laughing, he already felt like he was winning over Zhang Shiyun. 

"You idiot" Zhang Shiyun said that Shen Guo was a fool, Zhang Shiyun had said several times that Shen 

Guo would not be able to beat her, but this old man still forced a fight with her. 



"Invisible Wind Slash" , Zhang Shiyun’s moved one finger of hers down, when Zhang Shiyun moved one 

finger of hers down, Shen Guo’s hand that was used to support the Sky Wind Cannon Blast was 

immediately cut off. 

Immediate blood started gushing out when Shen Guo’s arm was cut by the Invisible Wind Slash. 

"Huh?" Shen Guo felt quite shocked when he saw his arm cut off, Shen Guo hurriedly used his left hand 

to grab his right hand which had just been cut off. 

Shen Guo felt unbearable pain from the part of his arm that was cut off, Shen Guo was a senior 

cultivator, even though Shen Guo was injured, he would not scream like an injured baby. 

Gritting his teeth, Shen Guo used the strength he had to stop the bleeding from occurring in his arm. 

Blood was still dripping from Shen Guo’s hand, Shen Guo’s strength was still unable to stop this 

bleeding. 

After a while, the pain started to subside a little, Shen Guo was delighted as the pain started to subside. 

"Don’t be too happy that fast, I’m not finished here." Zhang Shiyun moved her hand again, this time 

Shen Guo’s left arm was suddenly cut off. 

"Argghh" Shen Guo shouted when he saw that his left hand was also cut off, Shen Guo finally couldn’t 

take this excruciating pain anymore. 

Shen Guo really didn’t know what Zhang Shiyun had just done, he didn’t even feel an attack coming 

from Zhang Shiyun. 

what Shen Guo knew, his hand suddenly cut off, this was really very very strange for Shen Guo. 

"What kind of technique did you just use, why don’t I know such a technique?" Shen Guo asked which 

technique Zhang Shiyun had just used , Shen Guo had never seen the technique used by Zhang Shiyun. 

"For what this Queen bother to explain what happened to the enemy like you, there is no point I’m 

explain this to you" Zhang Shiyun reluctant to tell the technique that recently she used to Shen Guo. 

The invisible Wind Slash technique is a technique that was taught by Nanhua Caiyi to Zhang Shiyun. 

Nanhua Caiyi herself got this technique from the fairy gate, because Zhang Shiyun was Ye Chen’s 

woman, there was no harm in Nanhua Caiyi sharing the technique with Zhang Shiyun. 

After all, Zhang Shiyun and Nanhua Caiyi were both wind element users, so the invisible Wind Slash 

could not match Zhang Shiyun. 

Chapter 804 - Kill Shen Guo 

Shen Guo has lost both of his arms, now Shen Guo will no longer be able to do anything without his two 

arms. 

"Shen Guo do you have any last words before this Queen eliminates you?" Zhang Shiyun said whether 

Shen Guo had any last words before she killed Shen Guo. 



Shen Guo is the root cause of this chaos, Zhang Shiyun better kill Shen Guo to tell these people who is in 

charge of this Kunlun Holy land. 

"You bitch, you dare do this to me, I’ll definitely make you pay up.. .. " Before Shen Guo finished 

speaking his words, Zhang Shiyun immediately waved her hand horizontally. 

Shen Guo’s head was immediately chopped off when Zhang Shiyun swung her hand horizontally. 

Shen Guo’s gaze started to turn, he could see his body not far from him. 

Shen Guo wanted to scream, unfortunately he couldn’t say anything in this state, Shen Guo’s eyes could 

only widen when he saw himself die at Zhang Shiyun’s hands. 

Shen Guo is a cultivator who is at half-step resistance to Divine Realm, it is unexpected that her who has 

struggled to break through to the realm after a step towards Divine Realm, will be so easily killed by 

Zhang Shiyun. 

Moreover, it seemed that Zhang Shiyun had not used her true strength yet, Zhang Shiyun had only 

slightly used her strength against Shen Guo. 

Zhang Shiyun slightly moved her hands, Shen Guo’s body immediately turned into a mist of blood, Zhang 

Shiyun was completely merciless when it came to Shen Guo, she didn’t even spare a shred of Shen Guo’s 

body. 

Shen Guo and Shen Clan truly deserve this punishment, they are truly inferior to a dog. 

"Looks like you’ve finished this yourself" Xue Suyin came to Zhang Shiyun’s side, she said to Zhang 

Shiyun who had finished killing Shen Guo. 

"Sister Suyin, have you finished crippling those people" Zhang Shiyun asked if Xue Suyin had finished 

taking out the people who rebelled against her. 

"I just finished taking care of those people" Xue Suyin said to Zhang Shiyun. 

Xue Suyin herself had just finished defeating tens of thousands of enemies in this place, Xue Suyin along 

with the women from the Spring Palace easily mastered the battlefield. 

"Thank you very much." Zhang Shiyun thanked Xue Suyin for helping her deal with these people. 

"You don’t need to thank me, I help because you are my sister." Xue Suyin told Zhang Shiyun not to keep 

thanking herself, now that they are family, there is no need to be too formal in matters like this. 

Zhang Shiyun was very grateful to Xue Suyin, she got a good sister like Xue Suyin. 

"Sister Suyin, I’ll go see Ye Chen, please make sure that those people don’t run away." Zhang Shiyun 

wanted to meet Ye Chen, she wanted a little bit about the current situation. 

"You can leave comfortably, I will make sure these people don’t escape." Xue Suyin guaranteed that the 

rebels would not be able to escape, if they dared to escape, Xue Suyin would definitely torture them 

back even more cruelly than before. 



The woman from the Spring Palace is something you can’t play with, if it upsets the woman from the 

Spring Palace, then you could have a terrible result. 

Zhang Shiyun can be relieved when leaving this matter to Xue Suyin, for these people, Zhang Shiyun 

intends to take care of them later, now she must take her palace from Shen’s Ao hands. 

After Shen Guo died, the Shen Clan had no one else to support them, and it was likely that the Gates of 

Eternity Sect would not send their greatest cultivator to help the Shen Clan. 

The old monsters in the Gates of Eternity Sect would definitely never want to come out of their hiding 

place, they would rather be in their hiding place than come out and get involved in matters like this. 

"Ye Chen, how is the condition of Duke Wu and the members of the Wu Clan?" Zhang Shiyun asked how 

Wu Ping’s current condition was. 

"Their situation has improved, now they are all safe" Ye Chen told Zhang Shiyun that the people were 

safe. 

"That’s good." Zhang Shiyun felt very relieved when she heard Wu Ping was fine. 

The Wu Ping and Wu Clan were among the people who still stood by her side, Zhang Shiyun greatly 

appreciated Wu Ping and the Wu Clan who still believed in her side. 

Zhang Shiyun shifted her eyesight to Nangong Xiang who was beside Ye Chen. 

Somehow, Nangong Xiang had always been watching Zhang Shiyun’s every move. 

"Ahem.. . , my friend Xiang, why are you looking at me like that, is there something? " Zhang Shiyun 

asked Nangong Xiang who had been watching her. 

"Shiyun, where did you get such strength, quickly explain to me where you got this kind of power" 

Nangong Xiang immediately interrogated Zhang Shiyun, he wanted to know where Zhang Shiyun got this 

kind of power. 

Zhang Shiyun’s current strength was tens of times stronger than before, there must be a special method 

that could allow Zhang Shiyun to gain this rapid increase in strength. 

Zhang Shiyun fell silent when she heard the question from Nangong Xiang, Zhang Shiyun did not know 

how to answer the question from Nangong Xiang. 

Zhang Shiyun was a little difficult to say that she did Dual Cultivation with Ye Chen. 

"Why are you just silent, quickly answer my question" seeing Zhang Shiyun silent, Nangong Xiang tried 

to urge Zhang Shiyun to say. 

Zhang Shiyun didn’t know whether she should tell Nangong Xiang this or not. 

Nangong Xiang was the closest friend Zhang Shiyun had, Zhang Shiyun had a hard time lying to Nangong 

Xiang. 

Nangong Xiang is a very smart woman, it is quite difficult to hide this from Nangong Xiang. 



Zhang Shiyun braced herself, it was better to be honest with Nangong Xiang, for the matter of Nangong 

Xiang to be angry or not, Zhang Shiyun would accept everything. 

After all Zhang Shiyun was a newcomer, Nangong Xiang still met first and promised to become Ye Chen’s 

woman. 

Zhang Shiyun walked towards Nangong Xiang, Zhang Shiyun started whispering to Nangong Xiang. 

Zhang Shiyun deliberately said it in a low voice, Zhang Shiyun whispered it softly so that only Nangong 

Xiang would know about her words. 

Nangong Xiang’s face turned red when she heard what Zhang Shiyun said. 

Nangong Xiang did not expect that Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun had done the last thing between a Man 

and Woman, now it can be said that Zhang Shiyun is a complete Ye Chen woman. 

Somehow Nangong Xiang feels jealous of Zhang Shiyun who has done Dual Cultivation together with Ye 

Chen. 

Even though Nangong Xiang was the first person to meet Ye Chen, why was her best friend one step 

ahead of herself. 

This made Nangong Xiang feel unhappy, Nangong Xiang went to Ye Chen’s side, without saying anything 

Nangong Xiang began to stretch out her claws towards Ye Chen’s waist. 

Ye Chen felt Nangong Xiang’s pinch that suddenly pinched him with a fairly strong force. 

"Xiang, it hurts, why are you suddenly pinching me like that?" Ye Chen really didn’t know the reason for 

Nangong Xiang to pinch himself, at this time Nangong Xiang was starting to become so strange. 

"Hemp.. " Nangong Xiang sniffed coldly at Ye Chen, Nangong Xiang looked annoyed at Ye Chen who had 

done this with Zhang Shiyun first. 

Chapter 805 - Shen Ao's Coronation Failure 

Ye Chen really didn’t understand what Nangong Xiang was doing. 

Women really are really strange creatures, the way of thinking of a woman is quite difficult for Ye Chen 

to guess. 

After a while, Nangong Xiang finally wanted to remove her pinch from Ye Chen’s waist. 

Ye Chen was helpless, he could only give in when he saw what Nangong Xiang was doing. 

Nangong Xiang returned to Zhang Shiyun’s side, herself starting to tell Zhang Shiyun what happened 

when Zhang Shiyun was not here. 

Nangong Xiang told Zhang Shiyun that the Yu Clan and Min Clan had been destroyed by the Shen Clan, 

she told Zhang Shiyun that people from the Yu Clan and Min Clan were killed and some had been 

arrested and thrown into prison. 

Not only that, people who were still loyal to Zhang Shiyun were also killed and thrown into prison. 



The Shen Clan was truly unforgiving, they had completely eliminated any threats that could threaten 

them in the future. 

Zhang Shiyun was quite angry when she heard this news, the Shen Clan was really very cruel, they killed 

people who were still loyal to Zhang Shiyun. 

"The Shen Clan is really a trash Clan, I will go and destroy them all." Zhang Shiyun was angry at the Shen 

Clan behavior of carrying out such mass killings and arrests. 

Zhang Shiyun must seek a proper justice for the deceased for the royal family they have been serving 

sincerely for. 

Zhang Shiyun intends to enter the palace, she wants to immediately eliminate the Shen Clan members in 

the palace. 

Most of the Shen Clan members were currently within the palace, they were currently enjoying their 

victory feast. 

These people had absolutely no idea that outside Shen Guo and their allies had been defeated by Zhang 

Shiyun and the woman from the Spring Palace. 

These people really believed in Shen Guo’s strength, they all believed that Shen Guo could overcome 

attackers very easily. 

"Wait , I want to come with you" saw Zhang Shiyun enter the royal palace, Ye Chen wanted to come 

along with Zhang Shiyun. 

" OK." Zhang Shiyun nodded at Ye Chen, she doesn’t matter if it’s Ye Chen joined her in storming into the 

royal palace. 

"Yanyan, Xiang you two please bring back injured people, they need rest, this place is not suitable for 

these people to rest." 

"Very well, we will bring these people back to the manor." Zhao Yanyan understood, he and Nangong 

Xiang would take the injured people back to the manor. 

Zhao Yanyan and Nangong Xiang immediately took Wu Ping and the others back to the Wu Clan manor. 

"Let’s go" After Zhao Yanyan and Nangong Xiang left, Zhang Shiyun invited Ye Chen to go to the palace. 

Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun flew towards the palace, the two of them immediately barged into the 

palace. 

Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun immediately defeated all the guards in the palace, their only goal was to go to 

the central hall where the coronation process would be carried out. 

. 

. 

. 



Meanwhile in the central hall of the royal palace, at this time Shen Ao along with several members of 

the Shen Clan had gathered at this place. 

Apart from the Shen Clan there were also several high-ranking officials from the Hu Clan, Wei Clan and 

Tu Clan who attended this ceremony. 

There was also Hong Zim and Hong Yepu, it seemed that both of them were representatives of the Gates 

of Eternity Sect. 

Most likely Hong Zim and Hong Yepu came here to collect payment to the Shen Clan, the Gates of 

Eternity Sect had helped Shen Clan gain the top position in the royal family, they had to pay a decent 

price in return. 

Everyone seemed quite happy about this, after this event was over they would receive the reward that 

the Shen Clan had promised. 

"Everyone welcome to the great event that is being held today, today is a historic day where after all 

this time the royal family has a new leader" A spokesperson said to everyone present in this place. 

This spokesperson seems to be from the Shen Clan, this person is very eloquent in conveying Shen Ao’s 

coronation process into a new King. 

"We don’t need to linger any longer, let’s start the process of coronation of the new King who will 

become the new ruler of the royal family" the spokesperson told everyone to immediately start this 

event. 

Shen Ao immediately appeared in the center of the hall, himself starting to walk towards the throne that 

Zhang Shiyun previously had. 

After all this time, Shen Ao finally got the thing he wanted the most in this life, soon Shen Ao will sit on 

this throne, Shen Ao will become the new King who will rule this Kunlun Holy land. 

Shen Ao walked slowly towards the throne, himself starting to act like a king who has peerless power. 

Shen Ao has finally reached the throne, a representative will hand over the crown to Shen Ao. 

Shen Ao immediately knelt down, himself ready to wear the royal crown on his head. 

"Shen Ao, are you ready to become a leader who will lead this country wisely and protect the people?" 

Before wearing this crown, Shen Ao must be sworn in, this is a tradition that has existed since a long 

time ago. 

"I, Shen Ao, will carry that tough task on my shoulders" Shen Ao immediately swore in front of everyone. 

This person is truly shameless, after carrying out a massacre of thousands of innocent people, Shen Ao 

still dared to swear like this in front of everyone in this Kunlun Holy Land. 

As this coronation ceremony was broadcast throughout the Kunlun Holy Land, everyone could see Shen 

Ao’s coronation process very clearly. 

Starting from today they will get a replacement from Zhang Shiyun, Zhang Shiyun is Queen who is quite 

wise in the hearts of his people, as long as Zhang Shiyun leads everything going very well. 



Now that Zhang Shiyun is no longer there, she has not left an heir either, so no one can replace Zhang 

Shiyun. 

Therefore the Shen Clan will become the new ruler of the royal family, people can accept this, the Shen 

Clan is quite a strong Clan, so it doesn’t matter if the Shen Clan becomes the new ruler of the royal 

family. 

These people only knew that Zhang Shiyun was rumored to be dead, so these people would take it for 

granted when the Shen Clan became the new ruler. 

If they found out that Zhang Shiyun was still alive, maybe they would change their minds and reject this. 

This is sneaky Shen Clan, they can reverse the fact that makes everyone believe that Zhang Shiyun is 

dead. 

If the Kunlun Holy Land was ruled by the Shen Clan who was extremely cunning like this, then it was 

certain that something quite bad happened to the Kunlun Holy Land. 

A start that was done in a cunning manner, then in the future the Shen Clan will continue to use cunning 

means to deal with its own people. 

After Shen Ao swore in front of everyone, it’s time to give this crown to Shen Ao. 

"Boom.. . " When the Crown was about to be placed on top of Shen Ao, suddenly an explosion occurred 

at the entrance to this hall, everyone immediately turned around and looked towards the entrance. 

They all want to know who dares to cause a mess in this coronation process. 

Chapter 806 - Against Generals And High 

When everyone in the hall looked towards the entrance, they saw a very beautiful and elegant woman 

standing in front of the entrance. 

To the people in the royal hall, this woman was no stranger to the people in the hall, they didn’t believe 

that Zhang Shiyun would return like this. 

Zhang Shiyun looked at the people in this hall, surveying who was attending Shen Ao’s coronation 

ceremony. 

The people in this room were mostly high-ranking clansmen and several higher-ups from the royal family 

who had previously been given a special position by Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun still remembered the betrayals committed by her trusted generals, Zhang Shiyun would 

definitely retaliate dozens of times what they had previously done to her. 

Shen Ao was the one who was the most dumbfounded when he saw Zhang Shiyun successfully break 

into this hall. 

How could his father who was outside not stop Zhang Shiyun from breaking into this place. 

All of the Shen Clan’s plans would go awry with Zhang Shiyun’s return at times like this. 

Shen Ao until now still doesn’t know that Zhang Shiyun has killed Shen Guo without leaving a trace. 



Zhang Shiyun is a good woman, but when someone forced herself, Zhang Shiyun can be quite a cruel 

woman. 

The Shen Clan had touched the lower limit that she had, of course Zhang Shiyun was angry and acted 

cruelly towards the people of the Shen Clan. 

"Why are you silent, quickly turn off the live broadcast" Shen Ao immediately shouted at the person in 

charge of broadcasting the coronation process. 

Zhang Shiyun’s return caused such a mess for this event, the people who were out there could tell that 

Zhang Shiyun was still alive. 

Even though the Shen Clan had taken great pains to make news about Zhang Shiyun’s death, if people 

found out that Zhang Shiyun was still alive, people would no longer believe in the Shen Clan. 

Shen Ao didn’t want this to happen, he had to make sure that news about Zhang Shiyun’s life didn’t leak 

out. 

Zhang Shiyun had to die in this place so that all the problems that arose in the future could disappear. 

The person in charge of organizing the broadcast immediately tried to turn off the live broadcast that 

was taking place. 

"Bam" Before the person in charge of organizing the live broadcast could turn off the broadcast, Ye Chen 

immediately went to knock out the person in charge of organizing the live broadcast. 

He made sure to let people know that Zhang Shiyun was still alive and exposed all the rottenness that 

the Shen Clan and its allies had done. 

Shen Ao saw what Ye Chen was doing, he felt very annoyed when he found out that Ye Chen prevented 

him from turning off this live broadcast. 

"Someone quickly kill that brat, I want that person’s head" Shen Ao shouted quite loudly, he was furious 

at Ye Chen who tried to block him. 

Apart from making Shen Fuma crippled, this person dared to interfere with his plans, Shen Ao would 

definitely not let Ye Chen go, Shen Ao had to kill Ye Chen and give Ye Chen’s head as a gift to Shen Fuma 

who was disabled by Ye Chen. 

Shen Fuma would have been overjoyed when Shen Ao gave him such a gift. 

The Shen Clan members immediately went towards Ye Chen, according to what Shen Ao ordered, the 

Shen Clan members would kill and behead Ye Chen’s head. 

These people looked quite excited when they wanted to kill Ye Chen. 

What was before Ye Chen did to Shen Fuma was insulting enough for the rest of the Shen Clan, now that 

they could finally take revenge on Ye Chen for the humiliation that was done by Ye Chen. 

Before the people from the Shen Clan could go towards Ye Chen, the sight they had became blurry, they 

could no longer clearly see what was going on around them. 



Zhang Shiyun didn’t let people do anything to Ye Chen, herself immediately used her own power to kill 

people from the Shen Clan who intended to kill Ye Chen. 

Zhang Shiyun very easily turned the people of the Shen Clan into a mist of blood, they all died at Zhang 

Shiyun’s hands very easily. 

Shen Ao didn’t know what just happened, he didn’t see how the people from the Shen Clan just died like 

that. 

"Everyone please kill these two people right now" Shen Ao had no other choice but to order everyone 

who was here to help him kill Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun. 

high-ranking clans men and generals who had quite high cultivation bases, immediately went to 

surround Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun. 

In an instant, Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun were surrounded by the enemies in this room. 

Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun were both quite calm when facing the enemies in this room, the two of them 

were not afraid of the people in this place. 

"You all really turned against me, I will never let you all go" Zhang Shiyun said that she would not let go 

of the big Clan high-ups and generals who had betrayed her. 

"We don’t care, Queen Zhang in a moment we will all kill you and solve the mess you have made" 

General Zhang who is the highest general as well as the strongest said to Zhang Shiyun. 

General Zhang was a cultivator at the 10th stage of the Overlord Realm, General Zhang was a fairly 

strong cultivator who used to have strength comparable to Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun narrowed her eyes when she heard what General Zhang said, this person dared to say he 

wanted to kill herself. 

General Zhang along with the higher ups of the big Clan immediately went towards Zhang Shiyun, they 

all immediately launched various kinds of attacks on Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun didn’t want to waste a lot of her words on people like this, using an action was the best 

way to deal with these people. 

Zhang Shiyun slightly waved her hand, when Zhang Shiyun waved hers, when Zhang Shiyun did this, 

these people’s legs were suddenly cut off. 

All the great generals and all the higher-ups from the Great Clan immediately fell to the floor when their 

feet disappeared. 

These people have absolutely no idea what just happened, how could they have lost their legs for no 

apparent reason. 

Zhang Shiyun snapped her fingers, when Zhang Shiyun snapped her fingers, a very strong wind began to 

blow the people on the floor, the people on the floor were flown and hit the walls in this hall. 

Zhang Shiyun didn’t care if the palace walls were destroyed because of this, as long as he could teach 

these people a lesson, then Zhang Shiyun would do anything. 



The power that Zhang shiyun had used just now was quite strong, these people immediately vomited 

blood when they crashed into the wall. 

part of the palace walls were destroyed because they were hit by the people who were knocked down 

by Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun was really strong, in just a few breaths, she was able to defeat the people who had nearly 

killed her before. 

While Zhang Shiyun defeated those who surrounded her, Ye Chen was currently also fighting those who 

surrounded him. 

In contrast to Zhang Shiyun who quickly defeated her enemies, Ye Chen looked quite relaxed when 

dealing with his enemies. 

Chapter 807 - Forced Shen Ao To Speak (1) 

Ye Chen is currently running and avoiding the enemy’s attack, he tries to play with the enemy who 

attacks him. 

Ye Chen’s enemies felt very annoyed when they were teased by Ye Chen, several veins appeared on 

these people’s faces because they were too angry. 

"brat, don’t run anymore, hurry up and face us right now" One of the people said to Ye Chen not to run 

and face them. 

"If you guys are great why don’t you guys try to catch me" Ye Chen tried to provoke these people, he 

made people angry and lost the control they had. 

The people became increasingly angry with Ye Chen’s behavior, everyone tried to catch Ye Chen with all 

their means. 

The chase between Ye Chen and the enemy was inevitable, the enemy tried to chase and catch Ye Chen 

who kept dodging. 

These people were getting more and more angry when they saw that Ye Chen was able to avoid all of 

the attacks they made. 

"Let’s attack at the same time." Finally these people decided to attack Ye Chen together. 

Everyone used their strongest technique to charge towards Ye Chen, they all launched a powerful attack 

focused on Ye Chen. 

"Boom.. . , Boom.. . , Boom.. . , Boom.. . , "A consecutive explosion hit Ye Chen’s body, this explosion 

caused a slight tremor in the hall. 

"We did it." Everyone looked happy when they saw Ye Chen being hit by the attack they just did, the 

attack just now must have killed Ye Chen. 

"Why do you guys look so happy, even though I’m not dead yet" When everyone was celebrating Ye 

Chen’s death, Ye Chen suddenly appeared right behind these people’s backs. 



Everyone immediately turned to look at Ye Chen, they couldn’t believe Ye Chen could still dodge the 

attack they had just now. 

"How can you live?" These people couldn’t believe that Ye Chen was still alive. 

"Of course I’m still alive, if I die, I can’t possibly stand in front of you" Ye Chen said to these people in a 

slightly disdainful tone. 

Ye Chen words little insulting for these people, they feel in the lower right by the words that had just 

issued by Ye Chen. 

"Hey look there is also someone who looks like that brat" one person shouted that behind them was 

another Ye Chen. 

The people turned around again, when they turned around, they found that on the other side there was 

another Ye Chen. 

"What the hell, why can he be two?" People started getting dizzy when they saw Ye Chen there were 

two. 

They didn’t know which Ye Chen was the real one and which was the fake Ye Chen. 

"Everyone stay calm, this is just a clone technique, it must be real people hiding around this place." One 

of these people tried to calm the confusion between them. 

The two Ye Chen who were in front of them were definitely only Clones, so far it turned out that they 

had all been tricked by Ye Chen. 

"Who said we are Clones, we are both real" Ye Chen said to the people in front of him. 

Ye Chen along with the Clone he created immediately went to attack the enemy. 

"Bamm.. ., Bamm.. ., Bamm.. ., "Ye Chen along with the Clone he created started hitting and oppressing 

the enemy who surrounded him. 

With the combined attacks between Ye Chen and Clone, in an instant, the enemy was beaten by Ye 

Chen until he was battered. 

"Shadow Clone", is a technique that is easy to use against enemies. Ye Chen’s Shadow Clone technique 

can easily fight a large number of enemies. 

In less than 10 minute, Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun had succeeded in defeating all the enemies in this 

place, now in this place only Shen Ao was left alone. 

Shen Ao’s legs felt soft when he saw Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun easily beat the people in this place. 

Shen Ao couldn’t believe that the strong people in this place could be so easily defeated by Ye Chen and 

Zhang Shiyun. 

Why did Zhang Shiyun suddenly become this strong, actually what happened when Zhang Shiyun left. 

Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun immediately went towards Shen Ao, the two of them were standing right in 

front of Shen Ao. 



The terrified Shen Ao tried to back away, when he tried to back away, Shen Ao fell to the floor. 

"Don’t come near, father please save me" Shen Ao was terrified when he saw Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun 

who were going towards him. 

He was afraid when he saw Zhang Shiyun’s murderous gaze which was very powerful towards him. 

Just from Zhang Shiyun’s gaze, Shen Ao could feel that he was being chopped by Zhang Shiyun. 

Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun didn’t stop, both of them continued to head towards Shen Ao. 

" Shen Ao, you don’t need to call your father’s name anymore, the old man is dead. " Ye Chen told Shen 

Ao about Shen Guo is dead. 

"Dead ?, how could that happen, my father could not have died that easily. He will definitely come and 

kill both of you. "Shen Ao couldn’t believe what he was hearing from Ye Chen. 

Shen Guo was a cultivator who was in the Half-step towards Divine Realm realm, there was no way Shen 

Guo would die so easily like what Ye Chen said. 

Soon Shen Guo will definitely come and save himself, Shen Ao is very sure that Shen Guo is tidying up 

the chaos outside, when Shen Guo has cleared up the chaos outside, Shen Guo will definitely come to 

save him. 

" Shen Ao, what did Ye Chen say is the truth, I killed old man that shameless. " Zhang Shiyun confirmed 

what had previously Ye Chen said, herself told Shen Ao about Shen Guo has died. 

"You two must be lying and conspiring to frame me, I will not believe your words" Shen Ao could n’t 

believe Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun words, he thought these two people must have lied to him. 

"Whether you believe it or not, you will soon catch up with him, so prepare yourself." Zhang Shiyun 

raised her hand, herself preparing to take Shen Ao’s life. 

When Zhang Shiyun was about to take Shen Ao’s life, Ye Chen suddenly stopped Zhang Shiyun. 

"Ye Chen, why did you stop me?" seeing Ye Chen stop herself killing Shen Ao, Zhang Shiyun immediately 

questioned Ye Chen. 

"Shiyun, you should not kill him first, let him admit the crime he has committed first" Ye Chen stopped 

Zhang Shiyun from killing Shen Ao, just let Shen Ao first acknowledging all the crimes he had committed 

to the people and the people who have been fooled by Shen Ao. 

Zhang Shiyun nodded, apparently what Ye Chen said is right, Zhang Shiyun must not kill Shen Ao, Shen 

Ao must take responsibility for everything he has done. 

"Shiyun what if you leave this matter to me, I will definitely make him talk about all the crimes he has 

committed" Ye Chen happily wants to help Zhang Shiyun make Shen Ao spoke of all the crimes he had 

committed. 

At that time, Ye Chen had not had time to take revenge when it was Shen Ao who wanted to attack him. 

"It’s up to you" Zhang Shiyun said to Ye Chen to do whatever he wants to Shen Ao. 



Chapter 808 - Forced Shen Ao To Speak (2) 

Ye Chen was quite happy when he heard Zhang Shiyun allowed Shen Ao to do what he wanted, Ye Chen 

would definitely make Shen Ao speak all that he had done. 

Zhang Shiyun went towards the Throne that he had, from this throne Zhang Shiyun would see what Ye 

Chen would do. 

Zhang Shiyun wanted to see what her favorite man would do to Shen Ao. 

Zhang Shiyun wanted Ye Chen to make Shen Ao speak for all he had done to everyone in this Kunlun 

holy land, that way everyone would know what the Shen Clan was like. 

Ye Chen started to grab Shen Ao’s hair, when Ye Chen did this Shen Ao tried to rebel, he tried to attack 

Ye Chen. 

"Brat, how dare you, I’ll kill you" Shen Ao shouted at Ye Chen, himself trying to kill Ye Chen with his own 

hands. 

"Pahhh" Before Shen Ao can attack Ye Chen, Ye Chen Shen Ao earlier slapped so hard to the point that 

all the teeth are owned by Shen Ao loss. 

Shen Ao was holding his cheek in such great pain, he didn’t expect that Ye Chen would become this 

strong. 

The slap that Ye Chen had just now was so violent, Shen Ao felt an unbearable pain from the slap just 

now. 

"You.. " Shen Ao pointed at Ye Chen, this man in front of him was clearly stronger than he thought. 

Shen Ao finally realized that Ye Chen had been hiding the strength he had, it’s no wonder this person 

could easily fight all the participants, it turned out that Ye Chen was hiding the strength he had. 

"Pahh. " Ye Chen again landed a slap on Shen Ao’s face, this slap was no weaker than before. 

The two sides of Shen Ao’s face immediately swelled up like a pig’s rump when Ye Chen landed an 

extremely violent slap. 

"Shen Ao, hurry up and say all the rottenness and evil you have committed right now, otherwise I will 

keep slapping you until your face will no longer be recognized." Ye Chen tried to threaten Shen Ao to 

speak, he had to make Shen Ao say everything he did. 

"I won’t say it, just beat me until you are satisfied" Shen Ao will not say about the crimes he has 

committed over the years. 

"So you prefer the harsh way rather than say the truth, alright, if that’s what you want, then I’ll grant it" 

Ye Chen smiled evilly at Shen Ao, Ye Chen will definitely make Shen Ao speaking. 

"Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , Pah.. . , 

"Ye Chen was continuously getting slaps that were so violent to Shen Ao’s face, this slap was loud 

enough to make an echo throughout this hall. 



People who were in this place could only see Shen Ao being slapped by Ye Chen very loudly. 

From the sound of Ye Chen slapping , they could all tell that the slap that Ye Chen had made was very 

harsh. 

Shen Ao’s face was getting more and more swollen, now Shen Ao’s face has become very difficult for 

anyone to recognize. 

Shen Ao’s face was hot and painful, Shen Ao truly felt the most intense pain in this life. 

Shen Ao really did not expect that one day he would be beaten by a younger generation like Ye Chen. 

This is an utterly unbearable humiliation for Shen Ao. 

"You are quite stubborn too, hurry up and say the crimes you have committed, if you are willing to 

confess the crimes you have committed, I will probably think again about letting you go." Ye Chen told 

Shen Ao to immediately admit all the crimes he had committed to the public. 

"I will never say it, I would rather die than say it." Shen Ao would rather die than have to say the evil he 

had committed. 

"Looks like the normal way won’t be able to make you talk, I will have to use extreme means to force 

you." Seeing the normal way of being unable to deal with Shen Ao, Ye Chen seemed to have to use more 

extreme means than this. 

Ye Chen started to put his hand on Shen Ao’s shoulder. "You forced me to use this, you better be 

prepared to accept the consequences" Ye Chen told Shen Ao to accept the consequences for his words 

just now. 

" What would you do ?" Shen Ao said to Ye Chen, Shen Ao didn’t know what would do Ye Chen told 

himself. 

Ye Chen didn’t say much, he started to use his profound flames, Ye Chen’s profound flames entered 

Shen Ao’s body. 

When Ye Chen’s profound flames entered Shen Ao’s body, Shen Ao felt his body feel extremely hot. 

Shen Ao felt that he was currently in a volcanic crater that was ready to explode. 

This heat was so unbearable, Shen Ao’s body and face turned red while enduring this extremely 

uncomfortable heat. 

Ye Chen actually put his profound flames into Shen Ao’s body, this made Shen Ao’s body feel so hot that 

Shen Ao’s body became a furnace. 

What Ye Chen is doing right now is extremely dangerous, if only Ye Chen made the slightest mistake, 

Shen Ao’s body could turn to ashes. 

" What is. .. have you.. . , do to my body? " Shen Ao asked what had done Ye Chen to his body, why Shen 

Ao felt so hot that his body felt like a furnace human. 



"I am currently putting the profound fire that I have into your body, the profound fire that I have could 

have killed you very young, if you do not want to say the evil that you have committed, I might burn one 

by one the inside on your body. "Ye Chen told Shen Ao what he was doing right now. 

Shen Ao’s face turned pale when he heard what Ye Chen just said, he did not expect that Ye Chen was 

currently infusing a profound fire into his body. 

That means that in Shen Ao’s body currently there is a flames that are churning, it is no wonder that 

Shen Ao feels a tremendous heat, it turns out that in his body there is a profound fire. 

"So, after knowing this, you still don’t want to speak the truth?" Ye Chen asked Shen Ao, whether Shen 

Ao still insisted on maintaining his stance not to speak or Ye Chen should start burning little by little 

Shen Ao’s body. 

"I will never speak the truth to you." Shen Ao still refused to speak, this person still insisted on his stance 

not to speak. 

Shen Ao is very confident that Shen Guo will come to save himself soon, which is why Shen Guo remains 

adamant not to reveal the crimes he has committed. 

What Shen Ao was doing right now was just buying time so that Shen Guo could come here. 

"You know, I have limited patience, don’t make me lose my temper any further." Ye Chen started to lose 

the patience he had. 

Ye Chen started to use the profound flames he had to burn Shen Ao’s body, Shen Ao’s body felt 

extremely hot as Ye Chen’s flames began to spread to several important points in his body. 

Chapter 809 - The Choice Given By Zhang Shiyun 

Shen Ao felt a very torturous heat, the heat mixed with this pain was very torturous, Shen Ao felt that 

this was more painful than a death. 

"Arghh.. . ., it hurts a lot "Shen Ao shouted in a voice that was quite loud, it could be seen that Shen Ao 

looked very sick. 

Time began to pass, for about 5 minutes, Shen Ao’s screams echoed throughout the hall. 

Shen Ao began to feel her body ached a lot, almost all parts of her body felt blistered from this heat. 

"Good.. ., well.. . , I will say it, please release me.. . " after a long struggle by Shen Ao, finally Shen Ao 

surrendered also into the hands of Ye Chen. 

Shen Ao could no longer stand this horrible torture, he said that what Ye Chen did was inhumane 

torture. 

Ye Chen is happy that Shen Ao finally wants to admit the crime he committed. 

"Quickly tell me, if until you dare to deceive me, I will again make you feel what is more terrible than 

before" If until Shen Ao dares to deceive himself then Ye Chen will return to torture Shen Ao. 



In the live broadcast, Shen Ao tells of all the evil he has done, Shen Ao even told Ye Chen said that he 

and the rebels had killed so many people. 

All the people in the Holy land of Kunlun were quite shocked when they heard the words from Shen Ao, 

they didn’t think it was Shen Ao will commit such a cruel act. 

Everyone now knows the real face of the Shen Clan, it turns out that the Shen Clan is a Clan that 

contains cruel and shameless people. 

The Shen Clan deserves to be cursed for the rest of their lives, there is no place suitable for traitors like 

the Shen Clan in the Kunlun Holy Land. 

Zhang Shiyun slightly raised her eyebrows when she heard the number of people who had been killed by 

Shen Clan, the number who had been killed by Shen Clan was quite large, the number reached these 

thousands. 

This was something that Zhang Shiyun did not imagine, did not expect the Shen clan and the rebels to 

kill that many people. 

Thousands of people are an enormous number, of whom he is with Shen Ao, the average person killed 

by the Shen Clan and the rebels are high-ranking officials. 

They were all eliminated and killed by the Shen Clan and the existing rebels. 

" Shen Ao, you are really a very evil person, I did not think that you would kill people who are loyal to 

this Queen " Zhang Shiyun who had been silent began to speak, Zhang Shiyun was very angry when she 

heard Shen Ao has killed so many people. 

"Zhang Shiyun, now you know that I have killed the strongest people you have, even though you 

managed to regain the throne you belong to, you no longer have the strongest people on your side, 

hahahaha" Shen Ao laughed when he managed to get Zhang Shiyun’s men killed. 

Now even though Zhang Shiyun regained her position as Queen, everything that Zhang Shiyun had built 

for hundreds of years was destroyed simply by the Shen Clan. 

"Zhang Shiyun, the crimes committed by your Clan really cannot be forgiven longer by this Queen, I will 

hereby destroy all of your Shen Clan" Zhang Shiyun has issued his order, from now on Shen Clan will be 

branded as a traitor and in hunt all over the world. 

Shen Ao had already suspected that if Zhang Shiyun would issue an order like this, this woman would 

definitely not let her Shen Clan go just like that after committing a big rebellion like this. 

" Zhang Shiyun you and your descendants are prostitutes, if only I had a chance, I would have killed you" 

Before died Shen Ao didn’t forget to curse Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun did not listen too much to the talk of this almost dead dog, according to Zhang Shiyun 

Shen Ao is no longer worthy to be heard again. 

Zhang Shiyun called some women from Spring Palace here. 

In a situation like this, only a woman from the Spring Palace could be trusted by Zhang Shiyun. 



Coincidentally, Xue Suyin had given special rights to Zhang Shiyun, where Zhang Shiyun could rule at the 

will of the women of the Spring Palace. 

some beautiful and Sexy women immediately entered this hall, they immediately knelt in front of Zhang 

Shiyun. 

Because of Xue Suyin’s order to serve Zhang Shiyun, these women became very respectful of Zhang 

Shiyun. 

The women of the Spring Palace began to consider Zhang Shiyun as their own Mistress. 

"I want you to go and take the people of the Shen Clan to the city gates, I want you to hang the people 

of the Shen Clan at the city gates, let everyone understand what the consequences are for being a 

traitor" Zhang Shiyun gave the order to the woman from the Spring Palace to go and bring people from 

the Shen Clan to the city gates to be hanged. 

That includes people from the Shen Clan who have been hiding somewhere in this Kunlun Holy land, 

Zhang Shiyun wants all members of the Shen Clan to be exterminated to its roots. 

"Well we understand" the woman from the Spring Palace nodded, they would soon go find the men of 

the Shen Clan and take them all to the gates of the capital to be executed. 

Shen Ao is currently being taken away by a woman from the Spring Palace, Shen Ao is also a member of 

the Shen Clan, so Shen Ao must participate in the execution. 

" Zhang Shiyun, you’re a bitch, all my family is a bitch" Before leaving Shen Ao did not forget to continue 

to curse Zhang Shiyun all her ancestors. 

Zhang Shiyun closed her ears to Shen Ao’s words, Shen Ao will soon be executed, there is no point for 

Zhang Shiyun to listen to people like Shen Ao. 

The women of the Spring Palace dragged Shen Ao and the remaining surviving members of the Shen 

Clan, at the behest of Zhang Shiyun, they had to hang all members of the Shen Clan above the city gates 

to inform everyone in the Kunlun Holy Land of the consequences because they had commit this 

betrayal. 

After Shen Ao was taken away by a woman from the Spring Palace, Zhang Shiyun turned her attention to 

the people he had previously paralyzed. 

"You all don’t have to pretend to close your eyes in front of me or this Queen will kill all of you" Zhang 

Shiyun said to the people who pretended to faint in front of her. 

Zhang Shiyun knew that people were aware from earlier and listened to all the conversations she had 

had with Shen Ao. 

Hearing Zhang Shiyun’s words that he was going to kill them, these people immediately got up, they all 

immediately knelt in front of Zhang Shiyun. 

the generals and leaders of the Clan no longer dared to Zhang Shiyun, they all now understood that 

Zhang Shiyun had become stronger than before. 



"I will give you all the opportunity to make a choice that will affect the lives of all of you" Zhang Shiyun 

will give a choice to these people. 

the generals and clan leaders began to wonder what choice Zhang Shiyun would give them all. 

Chapter 810 - Situation Was Resolved 

"I will give you two choices, the first choice is you and all your Clan members must be willing to accept 

the slave seal that I will give, or do you prefer to be executed like the Shen Clan?, Now decide which 

option you will accept". choice to these people to determine whether they want to live or die. 

Zhang Shiyun couldn’t just let go of people, if Zhang Shiyun just let go of these people, then they would 

likely repeat the same thing as they are now. 

That was why it was important for Zhang Shiyun to be on the lookout in case things got really bad. 

By giving these people a slave seal, Zhang Shiyun could easily control these people from doing anything 

harmful to herself and those around her again. 

This incident was a lesson that was quite valuable for Zhang Shiyun, with this incident Zhang Shiyun 

knew that there were some people who might harm her. 

Zhang Shiyun would not allow this incident to happen a second time, it was enough that this incident 

happened once in the history of the Kunlun Holy Land. 

Zhang Shiyun’s choice was quite heavy, they had to choose between living in captivity or they had to die 

together with their entire Clan. 

This choice is tough enough for people who like freedom, it is a choice between dying or losing the 

freedom they have. 

"Quickly make your choice right now, I will give you 60 breaths for all of you to make your choice" Zhang 

Shiyun gave 60x breaths to decide which choice they would take. 

Time was passing.people were thinking hard about which choice they would take, whether they would 

choose the slave seal or their entire family would be annihilated. 

"Time is up, now make your choice." Zhang Shiyun informed people that time was up, it was time for 

these people to make their choice. 

"We are all willing to accept the slave seal from Queen." Everyone agreed to receive the slave seal from 

Zhang Shiyun. 

"Very good, then I’ll give the slave seal to all of you, while the rest of your Clan will follow later." Zhang 

Shiyun said to everyone in this place. 

"Thank you for the elegance Queen gave." Everyone was unanimously grateful for the elegance that 

Zhang Shiyun gave. 

If Zhang Shiyun wanted, Zhang Shiyun could have killed these people right now, people were still very 

lucky because they were still given the chance by Zhang Shiyun to live. 



Zhang Shiyun started giving these people slave seals, all evenly getting the slave seal from Zhang Shiyun. 

This slave seal would make these people unable to go against Zhang Shiyun’s orders, from now on they 

would be very obedient to Zhang Shiyun’s words. 

"You can now leave this place, right?" Zhang Shiyun told these people to leave this place. 

Zhang Shiyun felt disgusted when she saw the faces belonging to these people, which was why Zhang 

Shiyun decided to drive people away. 

People didn’t dare to stay any longer in this place, they were all afraid that Zhang Shiyun would change 

her mind and would do something bad. 

If these people dared to put Zhang Shiyun in a bad mood, they and their families would have to suffer 

terrible consequences. 

With a little difficulty, these people left this place, everyone was already injured from the previous 

battle, they suffered quite serious injuries from the battle with Zhang Shiyun and Ye Chen. 

In just an instant, this Hall became empty, only Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun. 

"Sigh.. . " Zhang Shiyun slid down from her throne, happy that everything had been resolved, now that 

she had regained what should have been hers. 

"Are you okay?" Ye Chen came over and asked whether Zhang Shiyun was okay or not. 

"I’m fine, it’s just that I feel a little tired" Zhang Shiyun said that he was just a little tired because of this 

business. 

"If you are tired then you should just rest, I and the others will solve this problem for you." Ye Chen told 

Zhang Shiyun to go and rest, Ye Chen, Xue Suyin and Nanhua Caiyi would definitely solve this problem 

for Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun immediately shook her calluses at Ye Chen, "Husband, you don’t have to worry, I can still 

solve this." Zhang Shiyun could still solve this problem alone. 

" Are you sure ?" Ye Chen again asked Zhang Shiyun, he was quite worried about Zhang Shiyun who was 

like this. 

Zhang Shiyun felt very happy when Ye Chen worried about her like this, there was a sweet feeling in 

Zhang Shiyun’s heart when she saw that someone was worried for her. 

Zhang Shiyun got up from her throne, she went towards Ye Chen, without saying anything Zhang Shiyun 

hugged and kissed Ye Chen’s lips. 

The two of them kissed for a while, the kiss this time was just an ordinary kiss, Ye Chen and Zhang 

Shiyun did not have a very passionate kiss like usual. 

Ye Chen knew the place and the conditions around this place, he knew the conditions in this place were 

not suitable for passionate kissing. 

After a few seconds of kissing Ye Chen, Zhang Shiyun finally separated her lips from Ye Chen. 



"husband, thank you so much , thanks to you I was able to regain my property." Zhang Shiyun thanked 

Ye Chen, thanks to Ye Chen herself managed to get back what should be her. 

"You don’t need to be grateful, it’s my job to help my beautiful and sexy woman." Ye Chen’s hand began 

to touch Zhang Shiyun’s Sexy butt. 

Zhang Shiyun was not at all angry when she saw Ye Chen touching the sensitive part she had, from now 

on she was Ye Chen’s woman, everything in Zhang Shiyun’s body belonged to Ye Chen as well. 

"Hey, do you want to do it with me" Ye Chen whispered in Zhang Shiyun’s ear. 

"Husband, I have to settle some matters first, maybe another time." Zhang Shiyun had to settle things 

first, that’s why Zhang Shiyun couldn’t do that together with Ye Chen. 

"Hahaha, I’m just kidding, you don’t need to take it seriously" just now Ye Chen just wanted to tease 

Zhang Shiyun, never thought that Zhang Shiyun’s reaction would be like that. 

Zhang Shiyun’s face turned red when she heard Ye Chen teasing her, Ye Chen really became quite 

naughty and dared to tease her. 

"Hemp.. . ., forget it, I’ll go solve the problem. "With a slightly flushed face, Zhang Shiyun left Ye Chen, 

Zhang Shiyun leaving Ye Chen to overcome his embarrassment. 

"Hehehe" Ye Chen chuckled when he saw Zhang Shiyun embarrassed, Flirting with a Queen is something 

fun to do, Ye Chen can’t wait to tease Zhang Shiyun next time. 

Because Zhang Shiyun left this place, Ye Chen also decided to go back to the Manor, Ye Chen had to give 

Zhao Yanyan the Divine Awakening Pill. 

The situation within the royal capital was getting better, thanks to the information that Yui Mui and Yui 

Mi had been able to obtain and the rebels had been captured and put on trial, they all had to get the 

slave seal from Zhang Shiyun. 

Meanwhile for the people who had died, Zhang Shiyun held a ceremony to honor these people, these 

people deserved a ceremony like a hero who died on the battlefield. 

Apart from giving a tribute ceremony, Zhang Shiyun also provided some compensation for the families 

and clans who were affected by this incident. 

Within 7 days from now, the entire capital city will be in mourning, people will sow flowers and pay 

tribute to the heroes who have died. 

 


